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ELECTROMAGNETIC EMISSIONS FROM LOW ANGLE HYPERVELOCITY IMPACTS. 
D. Crawford and P. H. Schultz, Dept. of Geological Sciences, Brown University, Providence, RI 
02912. 

Magnetic field amplification and radiofrequency emissions have been observed during macro- 
scopic hypervelocity impact experiments into hard targets.lf2 Local compression of the ambient 
magnetic field from the expansion of an impact derived plasma has been proposed to account for the 
field a m p l i f i ~ a t i o n . ~ . ~  Srnka (1977) proposed a mechanism for spontaneous magnetic field genera- 
tion in hypervelocity impacts due to thermal and pressure gradients within the impact-produced 
plasma cloud.4 Recent experiments reveal evidence for enhanced vaporization and ionization during 
low angle i m p a c t s . V e r e  we report observations of electromagnetic (r.f.) emissions produced 
during and after such impacts into sand and dry ice. 

Electromagnetic emissions produced during hypervelocity impact are complex phenomena de- 
pendent on impact angle, impact velocity, material properties of the target and projectile, and loca- 
tion and orientation of the r.f. detectors. Because of the strength of the signals and consistency of 
the data, we focus on electromagnetic observations made during low angle (IS0 from horiz.), high 
velocity (5.0 - 8.7 kmls) impacts of 0.635 cm aluminum projectiles (-0.4 g) into sand and into dry 
ice blocks. Typical pressures within the impact chamber were -1 mm Hg for impacts into sand and 
-5 mm Hg for impacts into dry ice. The r.f. detectors were placed 30 to 90 cm downrange from the 
impact point to ensure they would be nearby or immersed in the impact-produced plasma. 

Observations were made in two experimental runs with r.f. detectors consisting of severa! loop 
antennae (coils) in various locations and of varying orientation. The first observations were made 
with antennae of several sizes, from a 21 turn coil of 0.5 cm diameter to a 100-200 turn coil of 7 
cm diameter, each of which would sense a narrow bandpass of frequencies centered on its 
resonance frequency. For this set of coils, resonance frequencies varied from -0.25 MHz to -1.6 
MHz. The second set of observations were made with 1,  2 and 5 turn coils of 8 cm diameter 
amplified with a low noise linear amplifier yielding a linear response for the system from -0.1 MHz 
to - 3  Mhz. Data recorded with several oscilloscopes allowed comparison of signal character and 
arrival times. 

Electromagnetic emissions were detected with frequencies ranging from 0.14 MHz to greater 
than 2 MHz with magnetic field intensities ranging from 10-6 to 1 0 3  G. The fields were local in 
character, though simple shielding to protect the coils from ricochet did not appear to reduce the 
signal. The onset of the electromagnetic emissions inferred that the average plasma velocity was 
1.3 t 0.2 times the projectile velocity. 

A typical signal, shown in Figs. 1 and 2,  shows the azimuthal component of the r.f. signal 
approximately 40 cm downrange from the impact point. A high frequency (greater than 2 MHz) 
r.f. signal (type A) arrives first and lasts approximately 20 usec. This corresponds, visually, with 
the leading edge of the plasma cloud, travelling at about the projectile velocity.6 A series of 'spike- 
like' signals (type B) occur at random intervals over the next several milliseconds. Individual spikes 
broaden and their intervals lengthen, indicating that type B signals may originate from small regions 
(cm's) within the cloud, travelling from hundreds of meters per second to near projectile velocity. 

In one experiment, a static magnetic field of approximately 3 G was applied parallel to the 
azimuthal coil of Fig. 1. As shown in Fig. 3, a new signal (type C) occurred well after the onset of 
the first signals with an inferred velocity of about 0.4 kmls. This is interpreted as a conductive 
transition zone correlating with a spherically expanding plasma cloud above the impact point.6 The 
presence of the ststic magnetic field did not alter the character nor the amplitude of the signals 
observed in the earlier runs without the applied field; consequently, the A and B signals are probably 
not turbulent amplification of the geomagnetic field. Nevertheless, the presence of an external 
magnetic field may yet be necessary for their formation. 

There are three possible mechanisms for the A and B signals (other than turbulent amplifica- 
tion of an external magnetic field). First, a magneto-hydrodynamic model similar to Srnka's may 
produce magnetic field growth in smali regions (cm's) due to local pressure and temperature 
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gradients. The motion of the small regions with respect to the coils produces the observed fre- 
quencies. Second, a dipole mechanism within the plasma may produce highly attenuated r.f. radia- 
tion at frequencies lower than the electron plasma frequency. Third, electrostatic pickup between 
the coils and local regions of charge imbalance within the plasma may give rise to the ~ b s e r \ s d  
signals. All the proposed mechanisms are local in character (the second decays exponentially with,r 
and the first and third, as -r3). I t  is not known which mechanism produces the observed signals; 
consequently, it is necessary to distinguish among them. The far-field radiation produced by the 
second mechanism can be isolated by proper shielding of the coils7 and electrostatic pickup:.arising 
from the third mechanism can be minimized by using a center-tapped coil design.8 

An understanding of the production of high frequency elecfromagnetic emissions during hyper- 
velocity impacts provides an important constraint on models for the production of the low fre- 
quencies needed for remanent magnetization. Of the three proposed mechanisms, only the! first is 
likely to produce remanent magnetization although such relatively high frequencies are unlikely to 
produce significant remanence of the materials surrounding an impact site. Spontaneous magnetic 
field growth (as discussed by Srnka, Hood and Vickery3.4) may occur within the spherically. expand- 
ing plasma cloud where conditions are less turbulent but was unobserved since the coils were insensi- 
tive to frequencies less than -100 kHz. 
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Fig. 1 Signal from azimuthal coil located 4 0  cm downrange 
from impact point. Cylindrical coordinate system is used 
with axis of syrnmretry oriented parallel to the cloud motion. 
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Fig. 2  Typical type B signal. Fi 3  Si nal from azimuthal coil with an applied 
f i j i  of -BG. Note change of scale. 
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